Hierarchical triple systems comprise a close binary and a more distant component. They are important for testing theories of star formation and of stellar evolution in the presence of nearby companions. We obtained 218 days of Kepler photometry of HD 181068 (magnitude of 7.1), supplemented by groundbased spectroscopy and interferometry, which show it to be a hierarchical triple with two types of mutual eclipses. The primary is a red giant that is in a 45-day orbit with a pair of red dwarfs in a close 0.9-day orbit. The red giant shows evidence for tidally-induced oscillations that are driven by the orbital motion of the close pair. HD 181068 is an ideal target for studies of dynamical evolution and testing tidal friction theories in hierarchical triple systems.
The Kepler space mission is designed to observe continuously more than 10 5 stars, with the ultimate goal of detecting a sizeable sample of Earth-like planets around main-sequence stars (1) . We obtained 218 days of Kepler photometry (2) (3) (4) of HD 181068, a star with magnitude V = 7.1 and a distance of about 250 pc. It has been previously identified as a single-lined spectroscopic binary (5) but there have been no reports of eclipses.
The data were obtained in long-cadence (LC) mode (one point every 29.4 minutes) over 218 days using Quarters 1, 2 and 3. Our observations reveal a very distinctive light curve. It shows eclipses every ∼22.7 days and slow variations in the upper envelope (in Fig. 1a ) that are likely caused by ellipsoidal distortion of the primary component. There are also very regular and much narrower eclipses (Fig. 1b) . These minima have alternating depths, corresponding to a close pair 
system (in accordance with the nearly-equal depths of the two deep minima). When the BC pair is in front of A, the BC's secondary eclipses appear as tiny brightenings ( Fig. 1d and f) ,
showing that the surface brightness of B is almost equal to that of A, while C is a bit fainter, so that its disappearance behind B allows the extra light from A to reach us.
The observed changes in the eclipses of the BC pair and the radial velocity variations of the A component confirm that the A and BC systems are physically associated and not a chance alignment. Their periods are P BC =0.90567(2) d and P A-BC = 45.5178(20) d. Given the shallow depths of the eclipses, star A must be the most luminous object in the system. In addition to the eclipses, there are brightness fluctuations during the long period minima which imply that component A is also an intrinsic variable star with a mean cycle length close to half the shorter orbital period, possibly indicating tidally-induced oscillations.
In addition, there were several flare-like events in the light curve that usually lasted about 6-8 hours. We checked the Kepler Data Release Notes (7) for documented instrumental effects in the vicinity of the 'flares', but found none. Moreover, almost all flares appear right after the shallower minimum of the BC pair, suggesting that this activity might be related to the close pair.
We looked for optically resolved companion(s) with a 1-m telescope (SOM), but found none. We also obtained 41 high-resolution optical spectra to measure the orbital reflex motion of the A component (SOM). The orbital parameters for the wider system ( This value matches that found from the Hipparcos parallax and the apparent magnitude. We also estimated the absolute magnitude of HD 181068 A based on the Wilson-Bappu effect (12) , which correlates the width of the chromospheric Ca II K emission line at 3934Å with the Vband absolute magnitude. Using the latest calibration (S5), the measured width of the emission core W 0 =72.8 km/s implies an absolute brightness of M V = −0.3 mag, which matches the parallax and the interferometric results.
We estimated the mass of HD 181068 A by comparing the effective temperature and luminosity with evolutionary tracks from the BASTI database (14) . We obtained M A ∼ 3.0±0.4M ⊙ , corresponding to a red giant, possibly in the He-core burning phase of its evolution (15) . The full spectral energy distribution, constructed using all published broad-band optical magnitudes and infrared flux values, does not show any excess in comparison to a 5200 K photospheric model, indicating that no detectable circumstellar dust, possibly from mass-loss processes on the red giant branch, is present.
We have constrained the parameters of the BC pair by modelling the short-period eclipses in the Kepler band using the JKTEBOP code (16, 17) . The ratio of the radii of the B and C components is poorly constrained at present, partly because of the low sampling rate of the In a recent compilation of 724 triple stars (19) , there is only one system with an outer orbital period shorter than that of HD 181068 (λ Tau, for which P out =33.03 d). (20) 
A.2 Spectroscopy
To measure the orbital motion of HD 181068 A, we acquired optical spectra at four different observatories. We obtained 41 spectra in total, as follows: 6 spectra with the FIES spectrograph at the Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT; resolution 47 000, wavelength range 3623-7270Å); 14 spectra at the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO; resolution 10 000 and wavelength range 4300-4556Å); 16 spectra with the 2-m telescope at the Thüringer Landessternwarte (TLS) in Tautenburg (resolution 66 000, wavelength range 4700-7400Å); and 5 spectra at the McDonald Observatory (McD) using the 2.7m telescope and the Robert G. Tull coudé spectrograph (resolution 60 000 and wavelength range 3700-10000Å).
From the light curve, we know that HD 181068 A contributes almost all the light of the triple system. We fitted theoretical template spectra from the library of (S1) to a NOT spectrum and determined the following parameters: T eff = 5100 ± 200 K, log g = 2.8 ± 0.3, [M/H] = −0.6 ± 0.3 and v sin i = 14 km s −1 . These values are all in good agreement with those of (S2).
As a check, we can also use Strömgren photometry from (S3): V = 7.091, b − y = 0.586, m 1 = 0.296 and c 1 = 0.399. From these quantities and the calibration of (S4), we find: Radial velocities were determined using the IRAF task FXCOR. The template for all but the TLS spectra was selected from (S1), with closely matching parameters, which ensured that no systematic errors were introduced by spectral template mismatch. The 16 TLS RVs have been determined in a first step from cross-correlation with the mean spectrum that was iteratively built from the single spectra by shift-and-add according to the measured RVs. This mean spectrum was then analysed using the program LLMODELS (S6) to compute a grid of stellar atmosphere models and the program SYNTHV (S7) to compute the synthetic spectra. We found T eff = 5300 ± 100K, log g = 2.8 ± 0.2 dex, [M/H] = −0.2 ± 0.1, and v sin i = 14 ± 1 km s −1 .
Finally, we used the best-fit synthetic spectrum as a template for cross-correlation to determine the RVs of the TLS spectra on an absolute scale. Depending on the instrument and the spectra, the velocities are accurate to ±0.5-2 km s −1 . The observed radial velocities and their deviations from the orbital fit are listed in Table S2 .
The orbital solution (see Fig. S3 ) was calculated by the method of differential corrections.
We omitted the DAO RVs because they show a much larger scatter around the calculated orbital curve, despite being observed during the same epoch as the other instruments. The eccentricity from the fit was e = 0.022 ± 0.023, which is consistent with zero, and in the final solution
we set e = 0 because its inclusion as a free parameter did not improve the solution. We also fixed the orbital period to that obtained from the light-curve fitting (a free search gives a slightly different value but does not improve the quality of the solution). Table 1 
A.3 Interferometry
Interferometric observations were performed on three nights in 2010 July, using two different baselines (156.3 m and 248.1 m) of the CHARA Array. All the observations were performed outside the long-period eclipses, meaning that some flux from the BC pair was present during all observations. With an eclipse depth of only 1%, however, the companions are much fainter than the primary and are negligible in our analysis. The raw data were reduced using the PAVO data analysis pipeline.
We obtained 7 scans of HD181068 over 23 wavelength channels spanning from 0.65 to 0.8 mum each, yielding a total of 161 V2 measurements. We observed six stars of spectral type A0
to calibrate the raw visibilities. All stars were located within 5
• in the sky and their estimated diameters were at least a factor of 2 smaller than HD 181068A. Inspection of the data revealed that three of the calibrators (HD179395, HD182487 and HD181521) are potential binaries and could not be used for calibration. The remaining three stars used to calibrate our data were HD179733, HD180138 and HD184787. To determine the angular diameter of HD181068 A a limb-darkened disc model (S8) was fitted to the calibrated visibilities. The corresponding linear limb-darkening coefficient was determined by interpolating the spectroscopically determined values of log g and T eff in the grid of (S9), yielding µ = 0.63 ± 0.02. The resulted angular diameter of HD181068 A is θ LD = 0.461 ± 0.011 milli-arcsecond.
The uncertainty on the diameter was estimated using 40000 Monte-Carlo simulations as follows: For each simulation, we drew realizations corresponding to Gaussian distributions for the calibrator angular diameters, limb-darkening coefficient and wavelength channels, with assumed standard deviations of 5%, 3% and 0.5%. With these parameters we then calibrated the raw visibility measurements and fitted an angular diameter to the calibrated data using leastsquares minimization. To account for random errors, including correlations between wavelength channels, we perturbed this fit by adding random numbers generated from the empirical covariance matrix of the data and then repeated the fit (S10). The final uncertainty was taken as the standard deviation of the resulting total distribution, scaled by square root of the reduced χ 2 value (2.5) as determined from the fit to the original data. The measurements of the 7 scans averaged over 23 wavelength channels are listed in Table S3 .
A.4 HD 181068 B and C
We have constrained the parameters of the BC pair by modelling the short-period eclipses in the Kepler band. First, we removed the long-term variations of the uneclipsed brightness in the light curve by fitting spline function polynomials and removing data obtained during the long-period eclipses. In this way, the light from star A was assigned to be the 'third light' component. The parameters of the BC pair were deduced by modelling the short-period eclipses in the Kepler band using the JKTEBOP code (S11, S12). A preliminary fit was performed, allowing a few outlying data points to be identified and removed. A detailed fit was then made, using numerical integration to account for the 30-minute long duration of individual observations. Uncertainties in the parameters of the fit were calculated using 1000 Monte Carlo simulations (S13). In each simulation, a synthetic dataset was created by evaluating the best-fitting model at the observed times and adding Gaussian noise. This was then fitted in the same way as the real data, starting from initial parameter values which were perturbed versions of the best-fitting parameter values.
The error estimate for each fitted parameter was then evaluated by taking the inner 68.3% of all the values of the parameter found from the synthetic datasets. The resulting photometric parameters are given in Table S4 .
We found the ratio of the radii of the B and C components to be poorly constrained at present, partly due to the low sampling rate of the Kepler long-cadence data. The A component We can only estimate masses of the BC pair based on the spectral type because there is no independent T eff measurement of them. 
B The variability of HD 181068 A
The light curve (see Fig. 1 ) shows slow variations with the same timescale as the long-period eclipses, which presumably arise from ellipsoidal distortion of the primary. We also see faster oscillations with the same timescale as the orbital period of the BC pair. These are visible both outside and during the eclipses and are less obvious to interpret.
To investigate this further, Fig. S5a shows the amplitude spectrum of the light curve after first removing observations made during both the long-and short-period eclipses. This procedure left a light curve with a duty cycle slightly above 60%, and it introduced alias peaks in the amplitude spectrum at the multiples of the orbital frequencies. The strongest peak in the spectrum occurs at 25 µHz, corresponding to half the orbital period of the BC binary. As mentioned, this periodicity is clearly visible in the light curve.
To search for other frequencies we used iterative sine-wave fitting (prewhitening) with Period04 (S15). In five steps, we measured and identified the following frequencies:
• f 3 = 25.56 µHz = 2f short
• f 4 = 51.12 µHz = 4f short
Here, f short = 1/P BC , f long = 1/P A-BC , and T obs is the time span of observations. Fig. S5b shows the amplitude spectrum after the slow variations and these five strongest peaks have been subtracted from the time series.
Could the observed signal in HD 181068 arise from solar-like oscillations? According to the parameters derived from the interferometry and spectroscopy, HD 181068 A is a red giant star located in the bottom of the red giant branch. Studies of similar red giants with Kepler (S16,S17)
show that essentially all stars in this region of the H-R diagram exhibit solar-like oscillations that appear as a broad power excess centred at a characteristic frequency ν max and composed of a regularly spaced series of peaks. Using the scaling relation of (S18) with the derived values of mass, radius and effective temperature, we estimate ν max = 64 ± 16 µHz for HD 181068 A, while the expected amplitude is about 80 ppm.
For comparison, Fig. S5c shows the amplitude spectrum of a typical red giant with ν max ∼ 80 µHz (KIC 12507577). To make the comparison exact, we calculated this amplitude spectrum using exactly the same portions of the light curve that were used for HD 181068 in Fig. S5a .
In KIC 12507577 we see the regular peaks that characterize solar-like oscillations, whereas in HD 181068 A we see just a few peaks whose removal ( The frequency content of the light curve suggests an intimate link to the orbital frequencies in the triple system. We are led to suggest that we are seeing tidally-induced oscillations that are driven by the orbital motion of the BC pair. Tidally-induced oscillations have previously been reported in a few binary systems (S19, S20, S21), but here the situation is different because the period of the oscillations does not correspond to the orbit of the A component, but rather to that of the BC pair. While a fuller discussion of this possibility is postponed to a future publication, we note that the amplitude of tidally driven oscillations can be simply estimated by assuming that the brightness changes are proportional to the tidal heights given by
, where a is the semimajor axis of the outer binary. Every num-ber put together yield an estimated amplitude of 3 ppt, which is a factor of 10 larger than what we observe and a factor of 40 larger than the amplitude of solar-like oscillations.
C Supplemented data files
In addition to this document describing the supporting extra material, we also make all the data mentioned throughout the paper and SOM available to the general community at the webpage of the journal. Figure S5 : The amplitude spectrum of HD 181068 A and the change after five prewhitening steps (panels a and b). The inset shows the spectral window function with the same axis scales. Panel c: the spectrum of a typical red giant star (KIC 12507577), for which ν max ∼ 80 µHz. The vertical scale in panels b and c is increased by a factor of two.
